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At the time of writing, 
the UK’s new govern-
ment had announced the 
scrapping of its intended 
eID card program as 
well as the second phase 
of the biometric pass-
port. All very well and 
good but we have yet 
to see what the fallout 
will be once the final 
cost of prematurely 
ending development 
and supplier contracts 
will  be set against 
money already spent. 

Politically, this move was not much of a surprise but it still caused 
some ripples in the industry. In terms of budget, yes, it may look 
as though public spending is being cut but the real opportunity 
lies in  new discussions about the necessity of privacy options and 
about technological solutions which can minimize the need for 
central data storage - the two main points of criticism against the 
ID schemes.

Outside of the UK, eID remains a very strong subject with many 
countries actively embracing the platform and all the possibili-
ties that it holds including more transparent eGovernment. You 
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can read more about this on page 8 in the article “The European 
eID Landscape” (pun intended). We continue this theme of open 
government through eGovernment with an article titled “Gover-
nance of a national eGovernment system” (page 12). This article 
looks at the challenge of providing a modern competitive frame-
work for the development, both economic and social, of the State.

We also have an article looking at eHealth systems “Securing future 
eHealth systems”. With more and more focus brought to play on 
medical identity fraud and eHealth applications as well as require-
ments for secure medical data storage we spoke to Gemalto, Infi -
neon Technologies and Giesecke & Devrient about their thoughts 
on the topic. Read it on page 6. 

From Government to Health, from the State to the individual, tech-
nology is leading the way to a more secure and convenient lifestyle.  

Until next time 

Veronica Atkins
Security-News.tv
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Who is behind?

www.gemalto.com

IIIIII Gemalto: the fastest* ePassport

Gemalto’s new Common Criteria certified Sealys eTravel operating system:

> Speeds up border control with a reading time of less than 3 seconds* 
    in Extended Access Control (EAC) mode
> Increases ePassport personalization throughput by leveraging record 
    writing performance

Available on multiple interchangeable microprocessor platforms, the new Sealys 
eTravel operating system secures your supply chain management.

Gemalto's Sealys eTravel operating systems are used in more than 20 national 
ePassport programs worldwide including Côte d’Ivoire, Estonia, Denmark, 
France, India (diplomatic), Norway, Portugal, Qatar, Singapore, Sweden and the 
United States of America.

Now you know who’s behind. 

* 2,6 seconds for a full EAC transaction with 48 KB of data, RSA 1024 and extended length (EAC tests in September 2008)©
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SCM Microsystems offers fi rst certifi ed Smart 
Card Reader For the new electronic ID Card in 
Germany

SCM Microsystems, Inc. has announced that its contactless smart 
card reader SCL011 is the fi rst reader to be certifi ed by the Federal 
Offi ce for Information Security (Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der 
Informationstechnik, or “BSI”) to be used with the new electronic 
ID card (neuer Personalausweis, or “nPA”) in Germany.   Beginning 
November 1, 2010, the nPA – a contactless smart card – will replace 
the statutory plastic identifi cation card currently held by German 
citizens. The new electronic ID provides security for online transac-
tions and offers many new functions and capabilities, all in a conve-
nient credit card format.   To perform or access services online, the 
nPA requires a specialized smart card reader that is easily attached 
to an individual’s PC.  
The contactless reader SCL011 from SCM Microsystems is the fi rst 
such reader to be certifi ed for the nPa card. It connects to PCs via 
USB, and acts as a link between the electronic ID card and the 
PC. The reader supports Windows® XP, Vista®, Windows®7, 
MacOS X and Linux for Ubuntu, OpenSuse and Debian OS. SCM’s 
proprietary SCT3 controller chip with SmartOS® allows secure 
fi rmware updates to the reader to support new card requirements 
or functionality enhancements.   Following its certifi cation, the 
SCL011 can now be employed in user tests organized by Germany’s 
Federal Ministry of the Interior, which allow government authori-
ties, companies and other institutions to acquaint themselves with 
and analyze the performance of the nPa electronic ID card system.
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PRECISE BIOMETRICS launches new fi nger-
print technology toolkit for PC & Mac

Precise Biometrics continues to build on its research results and 
has released a new toolkit for integration of top-performing, stan-
dardized fi ngerprint verifi cation on both PC and Mac.
The product has support for international standards for fi ngerprint 
templates and builds on the highest ranking fi ngerprint extractor 
in the US interoperability program Ongoing MINEX. Last year, 
Precise Biometrics’ fi ngerprint extractor achieved the best result 
among all submitted entries to the US interoperability program 
Ongoing MINEX, which is organized by the US National Institute 
of Standards and Technology, NIST. The technology has now been 
turned into a product.
The product Precise Biometrics is releasing enables verifi cation 
of fi ngerprints in a computer. The technology is easily integrated 
in different applications for replacing all types of password veri-
fi cation and authentication methods. Basing the technology on 
standards offers the end-customer total fl exibility allowing them to 
choose among different suppliers. The release comprises of both 
a toolkit for easy integration and a runtime license for fi ngerprint 
verifi cation.
Karin Sveheim, Director of Markets at Precise Biometrics says that 
more and more customers are asking for the technology: - “Ever 
since the announcement of our excellent test results, we have had an 
increased demand, especially from the US government, to package 
this technology. With this product we are expanding our offer to 
system integrators and end-customers. It’s an enabler for more 
hardware sales and an alternative for those who are not looking for 
a Match-on-Card solution, which is the case for government PIV 
projects. And it is, of course, also pleasing to commercialize our 
great research achievements”.
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securing fuTure ehealTh sysTems 

Securing future 
eHealth systems
With eHealth set as a 2010 focus topic for  
the Silicon Trust, representatives from the  
organization’s Executive Committee –  
Gemalto, Giesecke & Devrient and Infineon 
Technologies – came together to discuss  
some of the key issues surrounding  
eHealth applications.

Security-News.tv spoke to Stéfane Mouille, Gemalto;  
Axel Vonderhagen, Giesecke & Devrient and Tolgahan Yildiz,  
Infineon Technologies

 Could you give us your opinion on some of the main 
drivers for eHealth applications?
AV: From our understanding and past experience, we notice 
that the health systems and the communication of doctors are 
based on different media – this is one driver that I will explain 
later. One main driver is the quality of patient treatment – better 
quality of treatment can be achieved if the doctor knows the full 
patient history.  A second driver, especially relevant in Germany, 
is fraud.  ID cards are very simple and a stolen eHealth card can 
be used without anyone checking the authenticity.  Another driver, 
as I mentioned earlier, is the administration process: There are 
complex paper based communication processes, even though most 
doctor’s offices should now be computer based. I therefore think 
that the administration processes need to be updated to a paperless 
workflow.  

In terms of paperless workflow - what are the data 
management requirements within an eHealth project?
TY: Obviously there are different sets of data involved in a typical 
healthcare project, depending on the country, type and amount of 
data, so it’s difficult to give a mainstream solution.  I could give you 
an example of two different extremes: one extreme is that there is a 
minimum amount of data on a card and most of the data is stored 
in the background system, and the card is only a key to access the 
system. The other extreme is, that there is more storage on the local 
medium, like a card or USB stick, where there is no limit - you can 
store as much as you want including full medical history, but of 
course that might be sensitive information too. These two extremes 
exist and the solution is normally customized according to the 
needs, requirements and laws of the countries. 

Looking at ePassports for example, there is some rigorous 
standardization involved on an international level with a 
strong focus on interoperability – do you see the same issues 
in eHealth?  
SM: First of all, standardization is really important for guaran-
teeing the interoperability in any given system.  Knowing that, 
the first interoperable need is on a national level to guarantee that 
the ecosystem is connected in the right way – by that I mean the 
doctors, pharmacies, hospitals and the health insurers.  It is really 
important to have a national standard and today this is mostly the 
case, thanks to ISO or national organizations. 

Currently, the next step is on a European level to ensure the 
quality of citizens’ health insurance even when abroad. We see that 
European standards are popping up and the CEN, which is a Euro-
pean standardization committee, already published some standards 
for interoperability called eEHIC, for European Health Insurance 
Cards. These are already available and have already been imple-
mented, and we have seen some European projects, for example 
Netc@rds, which is a consortium of 16 health insurers in Europe, 

contributing to this ambitious project.  They are already creating a 
framework for interoperability based on these eEHIC standards, to 
guarantee that the French citizen who visits Germany can use his 
French eHealth card to prove that she or he is insured under French 
insurance. So this is very important, and at least for the European 
continent it’s a key issue for the next few years.

Going back to ePassports, another technology that is 
being introduced is biometrics – do you see this form of 
authentication being used in the eHealth domain?
TY: I don’t think Biometrics is used as much in eHealth cards as in 
ePassports. What we see is the effort to increase the match between 
the person and the card in order to avoid fraud for example. And 
here we see the different methods  - such as multi-functional 
authentication, in Austria where the card is only used as a key to 
the system and where you only have single factor authentication, 
which is cards. Another extreme in Germany, where there are four 
different factors of authentication: patient card, doctor card, plus 
both the patient and the doctor have a pin number and only with all 
of these factors the doctor has the right to access the data.  

I think, biometrics come into the picture when there is a multi-
application solution – if an eHealth product is also used as an ID 
product nationwide, such as in Portugal or Turkey, then there 
might be use of biometrics.

What developments are there in terms of patient data 
storage?
AV: As discussed, we have the two extremes, either you are saying 
that the card is only being used as a key to a back end system, or 
that the card stores all the data in the card - both scenarios have 
their own advantages and disadvantages. 

Lets have a look at the German model, which divides a little bit. 
There is special (emergency) data and some medical history data 
stored on the card itself, however this is also mirrored in the back-
end system too. So I would say that here the card is being used as 
medium sized storage. But the card is also being used as a key for 
the back-end system.  

One big advantage of having the information on the card, is 
that you immediately have the emergency data if there is some-
thing wrong with the infrastructure, but then of course you have 
the disadvantage that if you lose your card, and the data is only 
on the card, and not mirrored in a back-end system, then the user 
faces a problem. 

The second part is the data protection issue.  In Germany there 
are a lot of discussions about which data is allowed to be stored on 
the card and how secure the card has to be – this often comes down 
to each country’s laws. So the discussion surrounding what and 
where the data is stored is difficult.  I would say that it is up to the 
individual country and its laws to decide where to store which data.  

What impact does the chosen storage solution have on the 
hardware?
TY: In countries like Germany, where you want to store patient 
data on the card, it has a direct impact on the size of the memory 
on the IC.  If you have some pre description of the medical history 
and prescription information – this in Germany for example is a 
minimum of 80 Kilobytes (kB) EEPROM, but you can go down to 
8 kB if you only want a single key to access the database. If you 
want to store everything about the patient on the chip then you can 
easily reach Gigabyte range, which is not really feasible in a card 
form factor.

What sort of impact do you think the storage will have on 
security? How can we ensure that only the right people have 
the access to the information?
TY: Security of the hardware or the solution is also a measure to 
prevent fraud, because fraud is one of the major drivers. In order 
to achieve tamper proof secure hardware, most of the governments 
worldwide choose security certified microcontrollers, which are 

certified according to Common Criteria EAL5+ assurance level. 
Furthermore, at the application level, the confidentiality of the data 
stored and the access mechanism to the data is managed by use of 
cryptography.  

Today, we would most likely see symmetric cryptography based 
on DES/3 DES algorithm in the market. We foresee that AES will 
take the place of Triple DES soon. In the case of Germany we have 
today asymmetric cryptography with RSA algorithm, for asym-
metric encryption maybe in two to three years time we might see 
ECC (Elliptic curve cryptography). These two security measures 
would cover major security requirements at device level and appli-
cation level.

What are the different eHealth projects going on around the 
world and what are some of the similarities and differences?
SM: What is interesting, is that each project is really different 
because the business process in one given ecosystem for eHealth 
or social security project is unique. The legal framework is not 
homogeneous because it is the responsibility of each member state 
in Europe and up to each country to define its own social security 
policy. But what we can see is, that, even though there are differ-
ences, there is a convergence of the three drivers that we discussed 
at the beginning, which are administration cost reduction (dema-
terializing paperwork to claim electronically); reducing fraud 
(which was not an issue ten years ago and is quite a new driver) and 
quality of care (to make sure we have a good track record in treating 
patients and to avoid errors in prescribing medication).

Europe was the leader in starting eHealth projects within 
France, Germany and Belgium, followed by Slovenia and Taiwan 
and, more recently, Algeria. We can see that it is becoming a 
mass market and we hope that, with standardization efforts in the 
industry, we can have the same success as the GSM in the future. 

There are different sets of data involved in a typical  

healthcare project, depending on the country, type and 

amount of data, so it’s difficult to give a mainstream solution.

Each project is different because the business process in one 

given ecosystem for eHealth or social security is unique.
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In this article we will shortly review various projects for eID (eGovernment 
services, eHealth, eDriving License) that are taking place on a national level 
and on an international/European level discuss cross-border programmes. 
We’ll explore the impact of new standards on technical requirements 
including security frameworks, biometric data and data management. 
And in summary, we will consider the challenges for the eID market from 
a secure semiconductor point of view.

The European eID Landscape
By Detlef Houdeau and Chris Shire, Infi neon Technologies

The European eID Landscape

  On June 20th 2003, in the ‘Thessaloniki Declaration’, the Euro-
pean Council agreed upon a coherent approach within the EU for all 
biometric identifi ers and biometric data used in all EU citizen pass-
ports, non-EU / European Economic Area (EEA) nationals’ passports 
and/or ID cards and for the back offi ce information system. 

In the Council Regulation (EC) No 2252/2004, 13th 
December 2004, a roadmap was published and then issued by 
the EU Member States (EU-MS) concerning security features 
and biometrics in passports and travel documents. Since August 
2006 all 27 EU-MS have switched to this new technology and now 

only issue passports with an embedded security microcontroller, 
a contactless RF interface (ISO/IEC 14443) plus at least one 
biometric feature, the facial image of the holder. The new genera-
tion of passports requires two fi ngerprint images by all EU-MS 
within the Schengen area to be stored - deadline for implementa-
tion being June 28th, 2009. Basic Access Control (BAC) protects 
the core data, while the fi ngerprint data is secured by Extended 
Access Control (EAC) security protocols, which are defi ned by 
the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO 9303, part 1) 
and the Brussels Interoperability Group (BIG), a working group 
under the article-6-committee.

The vanguard country for the migration to electronic Machine 
Readable Passports (eMRP/BAC) was Belgium, which began issu-
ance in November 2004, followed by Sweden in October 2005, 
Germany in November 2005, United Kingdom in March 2006, 
France in April 2006, Iceland in May 2006, Austria in June 2006 
and Portugal in July 2006. Frontrunners for the second-generation 
eMRP/EAC are Germany in November 2007 and Latvia in March 
2009. The annual replacement rate of MRPs with eMRPs is around 
10%, with around 25 million units across all 27 EU-MS - meaning 
that from 2016, only eMRPs will be in use by European citizens.

National programmes for eID/eGovernment in 
Europe

An increasing number and availability of government services 
and a focus on decreasing identity fraud are prime objectives of 
eID/eGovernment programs.  The result is that data starts to run 
between the citizen and government directly. Main applications in 
this area would be eGovernment, eDemocracy, eVoting and eBusi-
ness. To facilitate this process, the citizen is required to have some 
form of electronic identity (eID).

Eight of the 27 EU-MS had started eID card schemes by the end 
of 2009 . Finland started the process in 2002, Austria and Estonia 
in 2004, Belgium and Sweden in 2005, and most recently Spain 
and Italy in 2006 and Portugal in 2007.

All nine eID programs are based on two-factor authentication 
with a secure token (‘to have’ = identifi cation factor) and a PIN (‘to 

know’ = authentication) or with Match-on-Card (‘to have’ = authen-
tication factor). Portugal’s government for example, decided that the 
citizen could use either PIN or Match-on-Card for authentication.

Since 2003 a new application standard has been in develop-
ment (CEN TS 15480) for identifi cation, authentication and signing 
(prEN 14890) the European Citizen Card. Parallel to this standard 
for the secure token, a new standard (ISO/IEC 24727) is in prog-
ress, which covers the data on the token, data security, access to 
the data on the token, and the protocol between the token and 

reader that addresses the middleware on the client-PC or on the 
card-reader in the case of a Class 3 reader. Some EU-MS’s, such 
as France (2010/11), Germany (2010) and Poland (2011) have 
announced plans to implement this standard in their upcoming 
National eID Card programs. 

Many governments defi ne eHealth as a subset of eGovernment 
services, ensuring that any secure token issued must support further 
services. This is currently the case with card programmes in Austria 
(eCard), Italy (CNS) and Portugal (PEGASUS). Other governments 
have single factor authentication for eGovernment services such as 
in the UK (GATEWAY), The Netherlands (LIMOSA) and Norway 
(myPage). In this case only a PIN or password is requested via a 
website with no token required.

Within the EU member states there is a belief amongst some 
governments that a national electronic ID (eID) card should only 
be implemented after the second-generation ePassport is issued 
because it would use similar technology to the ePassport. There are 
two key reasons for this approach:

•  Reuse of infrastructure, such as data capturing, PKI, IT-
Network, border control systems equals increased effi ciency 
and cost effectiveness;

•  Increase security inside the Schengen area, since ID cards will 
be more diffi cult to counterfeit.

On average in Europe, about 20 percent of residents have ePass-
ports and about 80-90 percent of residents hold ID cards. In most 
of the member states, ID cards are mandatory. For travelling in 
Europe, the ID card is the typical and most popular travel docu-

ment. Therefore, to increase security at the borders, the ePassport 
can be an alternative to the eID card for EU residents, when the 
new border control process is in place.

The fi rst example of a national eID card program was started 
in Sweden and included new ICAO technology; with eID/eGovern-
ment Services on a national level, but with two physically separate 
devices in the card.  

Sweden started the issuance of this ID1 hybrid card in October 
2005. 

National programmes for eHealth in Europe

Economic factors are key drivers for eHealth programs in Europe. 
eHealth ensures a change from paper-based data management of 
citizens, insurance, medical records and services, to a paperless 
workfl ow. These systems require health professionals and insur-
ance organizations to work with digital data and based on this 
approach, cost reduction in operations and the reduction of fraud 
must be balanced with privacy and security.

A second important aspect is the political perspective - to 
protect human capital on a national level and improve services to 
the citizens.   

There are two prime streams for data management in use 
within Europe:

1. Central data management system (data on host);
2.  De-centralized data management system (data on secure token).

Examples for the fi rst you can fi nd with the UK health professional 
‘spine’ card that permits access to patients’ electronic health records 
held on a secure national extranet called N3 and in the Spanish 
system ‘TASS’ for patients and health professionals to identify and 
access some health records.

The european eid landscape

Many governments defi ne eHealth as a subset of eGovern-

ment services, ensuring that any secure token issued must 

support further services.
The vanguard country for the migration to electronic 

Machine Readable Passports was Belgium, who began 

issuance in November 2004.

Economic factors are key drivers for eHealth programs in 

Europe. eHealth ensures a change from paper-based data 

management of citizens, insurance, medical records and 

services, to a paperless workfl ow.
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•  ICT/LSP epSOS: eHealth Services cross border 
interoperability; funding; started 2008 has 26 members 
from 12 countries to develop a practical eHealth framework 
infrastructure that will enable secure access to patient health 
information, patient summaries and ePrescription s between 
different European healthcare systems

•  PEPPOL: eSignature Services cross border; focus on B-2-B; 
funding; started 2008 (Pan-European Public eProcurement 
On-Line) has 8 countries looking at using eID to facilitate 
online authentication of transactions

•  NetC@rd: Cross border cost reimbursement of health services; 
funding; started in 2004 to introduce the pilot eEHIC: 
electronic European Health Insurance Card (previous E111 
document); application by a consortium of 15 EU-MS in 2010 
see www.netcards.eu

 •  HPRO: is investigating the creation of a federated network of 
health professional registration; the feasibility study; by a French 
and Belgian consortium started in 2008 for 18 months to allow 
free movement of clinicians and recognition of their expertise by 
different health authorities, http://www.hprocard.eu/

•  MEDEA+/BioP@ss: biometric authentication for Internet 
services with secure tokens, funding; started in 2008 and is 
looking at standardizing the European Citizen Card program 
www.medeaplus.org

•  TURBINE: Trusted Revocable Biometric IdeNtitiEs is working 
on improving the quality and reliability of fi ngerprints for use 
in eID applications; started in 2008 with a consortium of 10 
partner organizations www.turbine-project.eu

•  EPAIC: An initiative and working group (The PortIDS 
Consortium) including Trasys and Qinetiq to increase the 

security at sea ports in Europe; are looking at the development 
of a European Port Access Identifi cation Card.
The EU, in conjunction with programmes such as the EU IST 

7th framework and EU justice directorate, funds numerous projects 
to improve the lives and security of its citizens. The overall implica-
tion is that there will be more effort and funding in this sector over 
the next decade.

Challenge for the security industry - a semicon-
ductor point of view

The identifi cation of new market requirements with regard to 
memory size, performance, interfaces and security is key. Take a 
look at memory size: The fi rst generation biometric passports (in 
2005) needed 32k bytes EEPROM in a contactless microcontroller 
to store basic data and a photo of the face. The second genera-
tion biometric passports required around 64k bytes EEPROM to 
store additional two fi nger scans and an access key in the contact-
less microcontroller. New national eID card programs in France 
(2011), Germany (2010) and Czech Republic (2011) request 100k 
bytes or more EEPROM to allow space for further applications, 
which may be loaded post issuance. 

And fi nally, one must never forget the issue of security. Authori-
ties are now considering the life cycles for RSA_1024 and SHA_1, 
with a trend away from 3key/3DES to AES.  Thanks to increasingly 
powerful and sophisticated attacks on the basic silicon to extract 
keys and data, semiconductor manufacturers too must develop 
more powerful security devices. 

InspectronInspectron
E N S U R I N G  D O C U M E N T  I N T E G R I T Y

What do
YOU

want tracked?

Examples of the latter can be seen in France (Sesam Vitale 1G/2G), 
Germany (KVK, eGK), Slovenia (HIC), Poland (KUZ), and Italy 
(CNS) which use a token to verify identity for medical insurance 
payments and access medical records.

In addition, in any data management policy, the content of the 
data is also a characteristic of an eHealth program. Each EU-MS 
has to select its individual application framework. 

Examples in the G5 are:
• Spain: Patients insurance data and employer;
• Italy: Patients prescription, insurance data, eSignature;
•  France: Patients and clinical services: prescription, emergency

data, insurance data, medical records, eSignature;
•  Germany: Patients and clinical services: prescription,

emergency data, insurance data, medical records, eSignature;
•  UK: Clinicians access to medical records, eSignature.

Single applications with secure tokens for eHealth are currently running 
throughout Europe in Spain, France, Germany, Poland and Slovenia.

There are international standards on electronic health records 
(ISO/IEC 13606), communication (ISO/IEC 18307), the framework 
for identity management (ISO/IEC 24760) and the eHealth card 
(CEN TC 251).

National programmes for the eDriving License 
in Europe

Feasibility programmes have been done in the past, for example in 
the Netherlands (2009), based on the new international standard 
for eDriving licences, ISO/IEC 18013. Discussions at transport 
ministries on eDriving licenses have also taken place in Spain and 
Sweden. The business case for an eDriving License will be defi ned at 
the national level by EU-MS and may for example be linked to driver 
entitlements, road tolling or traffi c law infringement ‘points’, in addi-
tion to the need to identify the driver when an eID is not available.

European Programmes, with a focus on cross 
border services

Within the EU-MS, citizens may move freely to visit, work, study, 
live and retire. The services of their native state must be avail-
able to them in any location with functions provided by the local 
government services. To facilitate this service, different directorates 
and units of the European Commission have various programmes 
running. The following table is not a complete summary, but gives 
an impression of the various topics the EC is working on: 

•  ICT/LSP STORK: (Secure idenTity acrOss boRders linKed) 
eID/eGovernment Services cross border project funding; 
started 2008 is working on electronic gateways for identity 
credentials to be authenticated across the EU

•  ELSA: European Large Scale Action; is the program beyond 
STORK; starting 2010 looking at electronic identity management 
(eID) infrastructure http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/tl/
research/documents/ict-rdi-strategy.pdf

The european eid landscape

In addition, in any data management policy, the 

content of the data is also a characteristic of an 

eHealth program.
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Governance 
of a national 
eGovernment 
system
By Pierre-Luc Arnaud, Gemalto

 Specifi cally, this challenge is in regard  to providing an essen-
tial contribution to human, social and economic development, to 
the benefi t of citizens, with a major impact on the quality of social 
cohesion and, in particular, for the most underprivileged members 
of society (dubbed ‘eInclusion’ programs). It is also about providing 
strategic support to revitalize the competitiveness of companies: 
offering a modern framework that reduces bureaucratic red tape in 
order to encourage company creativity and the provision of capital, 
and promote economic development. To this end, the legal frame-
work promoting electronic exchanges is drawn up - digital trust 
rules - to which systems such as electronic signature also make a 
direct contribution.

This brings political advantages; clear support to democracy, 
an improvement to citizens’ quality of life and the inclusion of all 
citizens for stronger social cohesion.

Set out the progressive stages of the moderni-
zation procedure 

The introduction of an eGovernment program represents a 
major political decision, involving all administrative bodies and 
resulting in a cultural transformation in service relations practices 
between public service providers and users. This procedure may 
last several years, so it is necessary to ensure that the different 
stages are designed to run in parallel, and to launch pilot projects 
demonstrating the political will, the potential results and benefi ts 
that may be generated by the program.

Governments most often adopt a 3-stage procedure to achieve 
these objectives: 

•  Establish trust in digital exchanges with the legal and regulatory 
framework  extended across all modern information and 
communication tools. Its aim is to produce a legal basis for all of 
the rules establishing the ‘framework of trust’ from the validity 
of digital exchanges and contracts, of digital identifi cation and 
signature to the defi nition of Private Data (DCP) for each citizen, 
with the rules and organization to ensure its protection.

•  Provide secure ID documents based on a reliable civil 
register; to offer every individual access to each of the State’s 
modernized services; to promote national and international 
mobility, with a view to protecting citizens’ identity and 
fi ghting fraud and cybercrime. Such secure documents also 
help countries participate in international cooperation with 
regard to the regulation of migration. It is also the fi rst 
real, tangible result of the transformation program and 

The central challenge, and one of the most 
fundamental drivers of eGovernment policies, 
is to provide a modern, competitive framework 
for the development, both economic and social, 
of the State. 

is why the fi rst usage allocated to these documents is as 
a travel document, standardizing them in line with ICAO 
requirements.

•  Develop services in the social, economic, health and education 
sectors. This policy includes the opening of community-based 
services and citizen information centers to ensure that support 
of this modernization is provided as locally as possible in all 
territories and to all sections of society, covering all events 
occurring as part of everyday life. 

Establishing an environment of trust in the 
State’s modernization 

For the State to be modernized, all the offerings by IT and commu-
nications technologies need to be put to use in order to establish 
fl exible, interactive relations, without space or time constraints, 
between citizens and public service providers. The transition 
towards multimedia communication is an opportunity to revise or 
rework old legal texts as well. 
The expansion of communication involving digital and multimedia 
technologies has led to the need for these new communication 
channels to be included within the framework of a mutual ‘pact of 
trust’ between citizens and the State, so that the legal requirements 
can be clearly indicated and, above all, easily identifi ed.
A ‘pact of trust’ of this sort is at the heart of the modernization 
policy and is based on two elements: 

•  Specifi cation of the legal requirements in terms of secure 
identifi cation;

•  Authorization of the use of the digital channel for all acts and 
transactions, and the validity conditions for these exchanges.

Ensuring identifi cation reliability

The reliability and security of identifi cation documents are testa-
ment to the identity of those taking part in the exchange, and 
ensure the protection and confi dentiality of the data exchanged. 

These documents are produced upon presentation of recognized 
civil-register documents, or corresponding certificate extracts 
(birth certifi cates, population registries, etc.).
The civil register is the parent database, certifying the authenticity 
of identities and family ties. Modernizing it and ensuring its reli-
ability is generally the keystone to the whole procedure. The civil 
register generates ‘founding documents’, providing a base on 
which secondary secure documents (electronic or biometric) can 
be produced (public offi cial’s card, ID card, passport, residence 
permit, driving licence, health card, social security card, etc.)

Adapting the legal and regulatory framework

The legal and regulatory framework beyond the strict authoriza-
tion to proceed by digital channel shall be covered from a global 
perspective, encapsulating the complete eGovernment program. Its 
aim is to produce a legal basis for all of the rules establishing the 
‘framework of trust’. 

It is operative once it ensures the continuity of rights in all 
circumstances and all communication channels with the same legal 
security, specifying in particular:

•  The validity of written documents, contracts and digital 
exchanges, of digital identifi cation and electronic signature in 
compliance with international standards;

•  Rules governing citizens’ electronic relationship with respect to 
public services and to eCommerce;

•  The defi nition of Private Data for each citizen and the rules to 
ensure its protection;

•  The rules governing digital management of the civil register, 
including, for those countries that have opted for it, the rules 
of use for associated biometric databases. 

Managing and unifying the program and its 
challenges, and measuring the results

The procedure relies on tight coordination between each of the 
State services involved in enabling such a plan to succeed, focusing 
in particular on:

•  Inter-ministerial coordination, often under the auspices 
of the Prime Minister, at times the Finance Minister, who 
strategically manages the State’s modernization procedure;

•  A technical or operational inter-ministerial committee for the 
‘Modernization of Public Services’,

•  An inter-ministerial technical platform providing a link 
between the various ministries, offering assistance to the 
different public services concerned, covering in particular the 
IT operation for the creation, distribution and inspection of the 
validity of secured documents.
Some countries, such as Belgium and Austria, have even estab-

lished their own approach for the marketing and targeting of their 
services, based on this representative group. Because the regional 
level is necessary in order to guarantee success at a local level and 
community-based support, it is clearly advantageous to associate 
them within the foundations of the program in local life. 

Conclusion

eGovernment is a long-term society-based procedure requiring 
large-scale fi nancial investment. The political justifi cation will be 
made easier if services enabling quick returns are developed.

Several examples can be cited of ‘quick wins’ in terms of 
savings: direct payment by complementary health insurers for 
social security cover - food aid in very poor countries - social 

goVernance of a naTional egoVernmenT sysTem

An eGovernment program represents a major political deci-

sion, involving all administrative bodies and resulting in a 

cultural transformation in service relations practices between 

public service providers and users.
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UK OK on Trusted Computing?
By Thomas Rosteck, Infineon Technologies and Paul Waller, CESG

 The availability of information and access to data and systems 
has fundamentally changed over the last few years while the possi-
bilities to attack systems have substantially increased. Most attacks 
against encryption for example, no longer focus on the encryption 
system itself but against the system integrity. 

Since 1999 the standardization organization Trusted Computing 
Group (TCG; formally Trusted Computing Platform Alliance, 
TCPA) – has been working to define necessary components to 
improve security levels. The primary target being to establish trust 
and assurance that a system is working and acting as expected.

The results of this effort, known as Trusted Computing, has 
already found its way into hundreds of millions of PCs and note-
books, hard disk drives and other appliances (servers and mobile 
phones). The TCG also defines necessary infrastructure components 

that will build the basis to solve the aforementioned challenges. 
With a broad membership of companies including Microsoft, 

Intel, AMD, HP, Dell, Infineon and Nokia, the TCG has already 
direct influence in a huge portion of today’s IT market. Govern-
ment agencies like UK’s CESG and Germany’s Federal Agency for 
Information Technology (BSI) are also engaged in the work of TCG 
and provide valuable input into the specification work.

Core components of TCGs specifications are the “root-of-
trusts” (RoT); the secure hardware components inside the devices. 
Depending on different appliances these RoT’s have different 
flavors. In this article we will focus on the TPM (Trusted Platform 
Module) for PCs and notebooks.

A TPM can help to make a PC more secure by providing the 
following functionalities:

• Support system integrity;
• Secure authentication and attestation;
• Secure storage.

Integrated within the TPM are measures to provide the basis for 
a system integrity check. During system start-up, the TPM securely 
collects information about the boot process. This information can 
be provided to authorized parties or systems to check whether the 
system is in the expected status. Additionally, it can provide strong 
authentication, which enables a PC to authenticate itself to a network 
with hardware-protected information. The secure storage provides 
additional possibilities to store systems, user keys or secrets.

The security features allow the TPM to counter a huge variety of 
attacks. They have to be resistant against logical attacks of viruses, 
Trojan horses, or direct attacks over the network. TPM’s have 
countermeasures against Dictionary Attacks, so pass-phrases used 

for the authentication to the TPM cannot be broken by brute force 
attacks. However there are also countermeasures against certain 
physical attacks that have been implemented.

The TCG is following existing schemes and is standardizing the 
minimum level of security for a TPM based on the Common Criteria 
standard. However, there are no absolute guarantees to security - 
with enough time, effort and equipment, security measures can be 
broken. Therefore security measures have to be defined specifically 

for target markets, taking into account which levels of security are 
most appropriate and affordable. To reflect previously mentioned 
attack scenarios and to keep the cost sensitivity of the target devices 
in mind, TCG defined the Common Criteria level ‘EAL 4 moderate’ 
as appropriate for its mainstream target audience consisting of 
enterprise, government and consumer users. 

The main applications currently utilizing TPM support are:
•  Secure Boot: Systems are only providing full capabilities if the 

booting process was performed in the expected way;
•  Hard drive encryption: The main key for the hard drive 

encryption is protected by the TPM. This especially protects 
the so-called data-in-rest. In combination with secure boot 
Microsoft’s Bitlocker it only allows access to the hard drives 
when the boot is performed in the expected way;

•  Authentication to network: Protecting the authentication 
information necessary to enter corporate networks or WLAN 
environments;

•  Integrity protection of software (e.g. virus scanner): The 
software can check its own integrity versus the information 
stored in the TPM.
Since TPM-based platforms have been widely available and 

have achieved a high threshold in organizations, enterprise system 
administrators are utilizing these additional protection methods. 
It is not however only private enterprises that have understood 
the value of Trusted Computing, governments are also starting to 
use TCG based products to fulfill the security tasks they are facing, 
which the following example of CESG shows.

CESG is the UK National Technical Authority for Information 
Assurance, with responsibility for providing technical advice and 
guidance to UK government departments on protecting their data 
and networks.  Information Assurance is the confidence that infor-
mation systems will protect the information they handle and will 
function as they need to, when they need to, under the control of 
legitimate users.

UK government networks span a huge variety of threat envi-
ronments, from military deployments through to local authority 
administrative systems. CESG’s remit covers all of these systems.

In the former case, the perceived threats are from highly moti-
vated and very well resourced adversaries; therefore security crit-
ical network components must be extremely resilient to concerted, 
directed attack.  Products designed to meet these demanding 
security requirements are very expensive, therefore tend not to be 

suitable for large scale commercial deployment.  At the lower threat 
levels (healthcare, local government etc.), the number of users is 
much larger and lower cost security solutions are required; there is 
however still a significant threat to these networks from a variety of 
potential attackers.   CESG therefore has a keen interest in commer-
cially available technologies, which can provide an appropriate level 
of security to protect these systems.  

Modern ways of working and financial pressures are increasing 
the demand for mobile working.  Mobile working requires strongly 
authenticated remote access to networks and secure storage of data 
on mobile computing platforms.  Potential uses of TCG technolo-
gies include helping to meet these requirements.  For example, key 
material for storage encryption can be stored in the TPM when 
the platform is powered down, requiring an adversary to mount a 
physical attack on the TPM to retrieve data from a stolen platform.  
Also, the TPM can store authentication credentials and perform 
signing operations; it can hence be used to permanently protect 
those credentials in hardware.  In future, measurement and attesta-
tion functions could allow networks to restrict access if a platform is 
not in a known state.  CESG is an active liaison member of the TCG, 
and works closely with other TCG members to realise the benefits 
of Trusted Computing technologies.

As well as the industry making this technology available to 
consumers, a degree of assurance is required that the products 
being deployed will actually provide the expected level of security.  
Gaining assurance in a product requires a certain level of indepen-

dent analysis from design and development to deployment.  The 
TCG Certification Program for TPMs provides a degree of assurance 
via the Common Criteria process. CESG conducts further assurance 
work where a higher level of confidence is required in a particular 
security mechanism.  

In the case of the recently completed work on the Infineon 
TPM’s secure storage capability, CESG worked closely with Infineon 
to analyse the design in detail and understand the approach to secu-
rity throughout the development process.  This builds confidence in 
the product and the development process to maintain/improve the 
level of security as the product evolves.  Importantly, the product 
was assessed as suitable for use at low impact levels.  There is a clear 
requirement in these environments for robust security measures to 
protect sensitive data (e.g. financial or personal records), however it 
is not necessary to invest in military-grade equipment designed to 
withstand highly sophisticated and costly attacks.

The TPM assessment is an example of working closely with key 
industry partners to gain assurance in key security technologies.  
Other components of the Trusted Computing ecosystem require 
similar analysis if they are to be deployed in UK government secure 
networks.  Initiatives such as Trusted Computing offer an oppor-
tunity for the IT industry to ‘raise the bar’ in security terms; with 
appropriate assurance processes it will be possible to increase the 
level of trust we are able to place in our computing platforms. 

TrusTed compuTing in goVernmenT applicaTions - how The uK goVernmenT plan To use TrusTed compuTing

UK government networks span a huge variety of threat 

environments, from military deployments through to local 

authority administrative systems. CESG’s remit covers all of 

these systems.

The TPM assessment is an example of working closely with 

key industry partners to gain assurance in key security 

technologies.

Trust and security in networked computing and 
communication is a major topic for governmental, 
commercial and private use of modern information 
and communication technology. Users, enterprises 
and governments are using digital processes for 
everyday and mission critical operations in trading, 
communication and banking amongst others, and 
they are assuming that the technology they are using 
is sufficiently secure. 
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What’s the deal with PIV cards? 
Is it just US? 
By Sven Gossel, charismathics

The physical FIPS201 credential (known as the PIV card) 
contains both contact and contactless interface. Much of the imple-
mentation focus is on adapting systems and processes for identity 
verification. Another major initiative is the use of the contactless 
interface for physical access. Agencies are working to integrate the 
PIV card with their legacy physical access systems so that they can 
replace their current proximity badges, raising the level of secu-
rity, and simplify the process of inter-agency employee access. The 
FIPS201 initiative also directs agencies to use of the PIV card for 
logical access, including network and computer logon.

PIV and the US market

It is hard to overestimate the impact of the FIPS201 initiative on 
the US security market. Although the adoption rate of printed 
ID badges and contactless physical access cards in the USA is 
quite high, the overall adoption of PKI capable smart cards for 
user identification and logical access is low compared to Europe, 
Asia and South America. This is true across all market segments 
including state and local government, first responder, educational 
institutions, transport as well as businesses of all sizes. As a 
result, the first typical exposure a US IT or security professional 

has with a smart ID card is the PIV card. This is true for both end 
customers and vendors. As such, the PIV card is effectively seen 
not just as a government standard, but also as a de-facto smart ID 
card standard. 

Many non-federal organizations and corporations are plan-
ning adoption of the PIV card for their own purposes. Some voices 
in the industry have predicted that PIV will be the tipping point 
for the adoption of smart ID cards in the US. For US based secu-
rity software vendors, the PIV card has become the focal point 
of their strong authentication strategy.  Most have ignored the 
smart ID card in the rest of the work, but with the PIV card on 
their doorstep, they are making changes – affecting the worldwide 
market.

When is a PIV card really a PIV card?

A closer look shows that the PIV Card is not necessarily well suited 
for non-Federal users. The first barrier is that a PIV card is not 
actually supposed to be used by non-federal users in the first place. 
A PIV card is, by definition, a card issued by the federal government 
according to the FIPS201 standard. It means the user has gone 
through a stringent process of identity verification, and a federal 
CA has issued the digital certificate. 

This process is specific to the US federal government, and 
is not accessible to, or even appropriate for, non-government 
users. The PIV program supports government contractors, and 
there are several industry initiatives to enable such contractors 
to get valid, government issued PIV cards. But what about non-
federal issuers such as state and local government, schools and 
corporations? 

The US Federal CIO Council, which is responsible for many 
aspects of the federal PKI infrastructure, has addressed this 
issue, and determined that there are, in fact, three types of PIV 
cards;

•  The standard PIV Card– which is a technically compliant card 
issued by a ‘conformant’ federal entity. 

•  The PIV Interoperable card issued by a trusted, non-federal 
entity. 

•  PIV compatible cards, which are technically compliant cards, 
issued by a non-trusted entity.

PIV interoperable cards

Non-federal organizations can issue PIV Interoperable cards as 
long as they are issued by a trusted non-federal entity, meaning 
that the federal government must trust the issuing entity. The US 
Government is extending its Public Key Infrastructure to bridge 
with non-government entities, ensuring interoperability and trust. 
It has established policies and security guidelines. Several non-
governmental CA’s are bridged now, and in the future is expected 
to grow. Several initiatives are already in place built around trusted 
CAs that could deliver PIV compatible cards. First in line are the 
defense and aerospace industries, with the transportation sector not 
far behind. These industries already operate globally, and adoption 

of the PIV card by these industries will have global implications. 
The US federal government and any number of organizations would 
trust such a credential across the globe allowing for the verification 
of that employees identity.

PIV compatible cards

In principle, any organization or corporation could sign up with a 
trusted provider and start issuing credentials. However, when we 
look at the organizations evaluating or planning to issue PIV cards, 
the ability to verify the identity of a cardholder to a high level is 
only one of many requirements and objectives, and often not the 
most important one. The expectation many organizations have is 
that the PIV card will be a single unified credential that will allow 
them to manage physical and logical access and enforce identity 
and access policies. But in fact the PIV card was not designed for 
this.  It is more like a passport, and less like a driver’s license, train 
ticket or student ID.

Most organizations have no need for authenticating their 
employees to outside organizations, and no real need for authenti-
cating employees from other organizations. Where they do need 
to do so, existing user credentials (such as passports and drivers 
licenses) meet their needs. Most organizations need to issue organi-
zation specific credentials to a well defined user population, with ID 
management and authorization in a centralized structure; a school to 
its faculty and students, a city to its staff, a company to its employees. 
Though digital certificates are an effective way of doing this, such 
organizations don’t need a complex, decentralized PKI. For such 

organizations, the most effective model is for the organization to issue 
credentials itself for its own purposes, primarily managing access to 
physical and logical resources. Given the cost and complexity of PIV 
Interoperable card issuance, and the limited utility of such cards, 
most organizations will end up opting for PIV Compatible cards – 
typically technically compliant cards issued by the organization itself.

PIV technology: Ready for the real world?

One of the peculiarities of the FIPS201 initiative, from a Non-US 
perspective, is that it does not dictate specific application level 
protocols. The low level interface to the PIV credential has been 
defined, and a large number of access products have been certified 
and listed on the approved products list.  But on a higher level, 
there is no uniform interoperability. There are multiple compliance 
levels and different, often vendor specific, implementations.

For logical access the issue is even more acute. FIPS201 speci-
fies a card interface and a low level application-programming inter-
face (PIV Middleware Specification).  The card interface is limited 

piV cards for one and all 

Non-federal organizations can issue PIV Interoperable cards as 

long as they are issued by a trusted non-federal entity, meaning 

that the federal government must trust the issuing entity.In August 2004, US President George Bush signed 
a presidential directive that requested a standard 
for secure identity documents, issued by the US 
federal government to federal employees and 
contractors. That standard, called FIPS 201, was 
issued in February 2005 and specifies all aspects 
of the Personal Identity Verification processes and 
credentials, as well as the requirements for the 
products, such as cards, readers and software that 
are to be used with such credentials. 

 Additional guidance from the White House established a time-
line for compliance with the standard and process for measuring 
the progress government agencies were making towards complying. 
In turn, the US General Services Administration established an 
evaluation program that allowed vendors with FIPS201 compliant 
products to list these products on an approved products list. The 
result of this initiative is that the US government is well on its way 
to providing all Federal employees and contractors with a standard-
ized identity card with a high validation level.
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and doesn’t meet the needs of typical corporate applications. If you 
need multiple user certificates, manage multiple encryption certifi-
cates over time, or store additional data or keys, then the standard 
PIV card interface is too limited. Several industry attempts have 
been made to define an interoperable card edge standard, and all 
have their weaknesses. It is not clear that a standardized card edge 
should be a real objective for Smart ID Cards. An argument can be 
made that all that is needed is an application level interface, and 
that the card edge serves to optimize the performance and function-
ality at the API level. This is the approach that Microsoft has taken 
with their smart card ‘mini driver’ specification. Alternatively, 
PKCS15 (ISO/IEC 7816-15) is a widely used card edge standard 
that is often used as an example of a card edge that is too complex 
and limits performance. But the PIV card edge goes the other way 
and provides a very limited interface. In principle a lean card edge 
interface makes sense, if it is coupled with a higher-level applica-
tion interface and a way of mapping the application data (related to 
users, credentials, keys and application data) to the card data. The 
PIV card edge is not that.

One industry attempt to overcome the card edge limitations of 
PIV is the Generic ID-Card Command Set (GICS). This is an exten-
sion of the PIV card interface support by several large card manufac-
turers, and developed through the INCITS/B10 standards committee. 
It is promising, but needless to say it is not FIPS 201 approved.

Integrating PIV and applications

PIV also defines a PIV Middleware layer that is intended to allow 
an application to access the card and its credentials using a certi-
fied and approved application library. In principle this allows any 
application to interface to the card. In practice things are more 
complicated. Applications on a personal computer typically work 
within a security framework that provides the applications access 
to resources, and manages the user credentials that facilitate that 
access. The processes for authenticating users and validating 
credentials is typically done using specialized functions in the oper-
ating system, and card and credential typically requires specialized 
applications and components. However, the PIV specified middle-
ware does not integrate into the PC security environment; as such, 
the PIV ‘Middleware’ is a misnomer. How then to bridge the gap 
between PIV and application?

One ambitious attempt is a standard called ISO/IEC 24727. This 
provides an integrated way to abstract and make available smart card 
based data, credentials and services to applications, and the Identity 
and Access application environment. It is complementary to PIV 
and GICS, and provides data abstraction and a language syntax that 
allows applications to coherently interact with and make use of smart 
ID cards on a high level. Unfortunately it is unclear how this solu-
tion will end up being integrated with the existing PC client security 
context, and provides no clear incremental path to adoption.

For now, the most common way that PIV cards are integrated 
into the application is through the Windows environment, and 
PKCS11. Microsoft Windows CAPI/CNG provides a rich API for 
its security and cryptographic services, and manages credentials 
and user authentication almost transparently. The PKCS11 token 
interface also has seen wide adoption, and is a de-facto standard 

on UNIX and Linux machines. Both Windows and PKCS11 allow 
applications to interact with digital certificates and keys without 
having to worry about the underlying mechanics of the smart card, 
the smart card reader, and such things as certificate compression. 
Because the specified PIV Middleware does not integrate at this 
level, a Smart Card Middleware package is required to handle the 
integration of the PIV card specification into the Microsoft Cryp-
tographic system, as well as PKCS11, and deal with the vendors’ 
specific variations of the cards and data.

Migrating to PIV Cards through Single Sign On

In the US, beyond government, the market for smart card and 
digital certificates is still in its infancy. For companies and organi-
zations that look to adopt these technologies, the challenge is the 
migration path to a complete solution. Deployment typically starts 
with a single application (such as remote access) but the overall 
business case needs to build on a much wider application base.

One way is through the integration of smart ID cards with 
Enterprise Single Sign On (E-SSO). E-SSO systems store user 
credentials (typically passwords) in a secure vault, and enable 

users to access the vault using a single credential. The better 
E-SSO systems provide convenience to the user, and a higher 
level of security than straight password usage.  E-SSO adoption 
is quite high in the USA, and the main vendors, including IBM, 
Oracle and Imprivata, support a wide variety of systems and 
applications already. We should expect to see a lot of US organi-
zations adopt the PIV card as a strong authentication factor for 
their E-SSO system. This will allow them to get to scale quickly, 
and provides a straightforward migration path to a full PKI 
system in the long run.

Conclusion

The PIV card standard is probably not taking over the world 
just yet. It is too limited in its user functionality and technical capa-
bilities. But the PIV card as a force of change in the US security 
market is a fact. With the US industry commitment to integrate the 
card in security applications and solutions, and with the build out 
of a large scale cross industry PKI infrastructure, it is clear that the 
impact goes way beyond just the US federal government. 

PIV ALFABET SOUP

HSPD12 – the directive to implement the PIV card 

FIPS 201 the PIV standard 

NIST SP 800-73 The PIV interfaces specifications 

FPKIPA Federal Public Key Infrastructure (FPKI) Policy Authority 

IAB –Government Smart Card Interagency Advisory Board (IAB) 

www.idmanagement.gov/iab/

smart security interface© 

simplify strong authentication for all computer platforms and 
use different hardware solutions simultaneously

iEnigma®

turn your smartphone into a smart card – use your phone as 
wireless authentication device and save on hardware costs

plug´n´crypt®

take all your credentials always with you – driverless and as 
a smart card, USB stick or microSD

www.charismathics.com
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Siemens – a world leader in bio-authentication
From facial recognition to fingerprinting or palm vein recognition, Siemens safeguards our
identities and protects our security. 

Biometric techniques allow multiple recognition patterns to be stored on a Siemens smart card.

Siemens’ IT security, intrusion detection and digital video systems provide protection for your
data, your buildings – and your people.

To find out more about our Identity Management and Biometrics capabilities, 
contact us via our website:

www.siemens.co.uk/it-solutions


